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A N I M A T O R  /  D I R E C T O R

PERSONAL PROFILE

I've been drawing since I could grip a

crayon, and telling stories since I could

make noises.

 

When at all possible, I prefer to do both

at once.

 

Making art that is meaningful to me

while being meaningful to someone else

is all I ever want to do- to share the

experience of figuring out our own

stories by telling them in pictures.

SKILLS & ABILITIES

Helped lead in the development of a

virtual production pipeline in Unreal

Engine.

Prioritize tasks with management and

remain accountable to deadlines.

Adapt to technical dependencies and

engine limitations.

5 years’ experience in 3D software with

Maya, 3DSMax, Blender and Unreal

Engine.

An understanding of cinematography,

pacing, and timing.

Experienced in Adobe Creative Suite. 

CONTACT INFORMATION

Cell: 512-573-4457

kristinajeanc@gmail.com 

www.kristinajeanc.com

Austin, TX

Kayaking and Kickboxing bring me great joy!

Expanding my knowledge pool through online classes is a

fantastic source of inspiration for me, so far I have been

taught by Nathan Fowkes, Alex Woo, and Daniel Arriaga

and I'm constantly looking for more.

INTERESTS AND HOBBIES

Animation Director

Created storyboards based on scripts, timed animatic and

assigned shots to animators.

Created environments in Unreal Engine and ported to Maya

with layout passes for each shot.

Lead mocap shoots and collaborated with animators to

achieve the cinematic vision.

Worked with character artists to develop models and style

for the episode.

Modeled and rigged extra props.

Worked with the sound design team to get the correct feel

and timing for the episode.

Managed multiple projects in various stages both inside

and outside of the company; proactively managed

workload and deadlines. 

Rooster Teeth (2018 - Present)

Animator

Produced hand-keyed action combat animated scenes. •

Utilized and cleaned up mocap data.

Received constructive feedback and had quick turnaround

times for adjustments.

Worked closely with Leads and episode Directors to achieve

their visions. 

Rooster Teeth (2016 - Present)

WORK EXPERIENCE

Illustrator

Created concepts and layouts to fit the commissioners

needs.

Performed research as necessary to support visual

development.

Collaborated with Artists and Designers to creatively solve

problems.

Stayed accurate to the character sheets and requirements

of the job. 

Freelance (2016 - Present)


